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Members 
Mark McIntire, Chair  
Bret Maddox, S.E., Vice Chair 
Edward Echtle  
Ken House 
Jonah Jensen 
Megan Luce 
Daniel Rahe 
Duke York 

 
Marshall McClintock, North Slope Ex-Officio 

 
Staff 

Reuben McKnight, Historic Preservation Officer 
Tonie Cook, Landmarks Coordinator 

 
 

Date:        March 14, 2012 LPC31/12
Location: 747 Market Street, Tacoma Municipal Building, Room 248  
 
 
Commission Members in Attendance: 

Mark McIntire, Chair  
Edward Echtle  
Ken House 
Megan Luce 
Marshall McClintock 
Daniel Rahe 
Duke York 

 
Commission Members Absent: 
Comissioners Bret Maddox and Jonah Jensen 
 

Staff Present: 
Reuben McKnight 
Tonie Cook 
 
Others Present:  
David Olsen 

 
Chair Mark McIntire called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m. 
 
1. CONSENT AGENDA 

 
A. Excusal of Absences 
 
 Commissioners Bret Maddox and Jonah Jensen were excused. 
 

B. Meeting Minutes 
 
The meeting minutes of February 8, 2012 were approved.  
 

2. DESIGN REVIEW 
 
A. 810 North L Street (North Slope Historic Special Review District) 

 
Mr. Reuben McKnight read the Staff Report into the record, which follows. 
 
This is an application to construct a new 24’ X 34’ garage at the rear of the property at 810 N L Street.  
The proposed garage will have a hipped roof with a 6:12 pitch, and an overall 14’6” roof height.   The exterior 
cladding is proposed to be wood #1 cedar shingles, with 5 ¼” flat casing and back banding for trim.  The 
headers will have a crown.  Please see attached photograph for a sample of the proposed design.  Windows 
are salvaged wood leaded glass windows and the door will be a new metal six panel roll up with lights at the 
top. 
  
Standards to be considered: 
North Slope Historic Special Review District Guidelines 
 
 

 
 
MINUTES 

Landmarks Preservation Commission 
Community and Economic Development Department 
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1.  Height. Goal: Balance the overall height of new construction with that of nearby structures. In the 
rehabilitation of existing buildings, the present height of the structure should remain intact. New buildings 
should step down to be comparable in height to adjacent structures. 

2. Scale. Goal: Relate the size and proportion of new buildings to those of the neighborhood. Scale refers to 
a building’s comparative relationship to neighboring structures, and its fit within the district. Building facades 
should be of a scale compatible with surrounding buildings, and maintain a comparable setback from the 
property line to adjacent buildings, as permitted by applicable zoning regulations. Scale is also determined by 
the proportions of the architectural elements within the composition of the individual building facades. Window 
and door proportions (including the design of sash and frames), floor heights, floor shapes, roof shapes and 
pitches, and other elements of the building exterior should relate to the scale of the neighborhood. 

5. Roof Shapes and Materials. Goal: Utilize traditional roof shapes, pitches, and compatible finish materials 
on all new structures, porches, additions, and detached outbuildings wherever such elements are visible from 
the street. Maintain the present roof pitches of existing Pivotal, Primary, and Secondary buildings where such 
elements are visible from the street. Typically, the existing, historic buildings in the neighborhood either have 
gable roofs with the slopes of the roofs between 5:12 to 12:12 or more, and with the pitch oriented either 
parallel to or perpendicular to the public right-of-way, or have hipped roofs with roof slopes somewhat lower. 
Most roofs also have architectural details, such as cross gables, dormers, and/or widow’s walks, to break up 
the large sloped planes of the roof. Wide roof overhangs, decorative eaves or brackets, and cornices can be 
creatively used to enhance the appearance of the roof. 

6. Exterior Materials.  Goals:  Use compatible materials that respect the visual appearance of the 
surrounding buildings. Buildings in the North Slope Neighborhood were sided with shingles, or with lapped, 
horizontal wood siding of various widths. Subsequently, a few compatible brick or stucco-covered structures 
were constructed, although many later uses of these two materials do not fit the character of the 
neighborhood. Additions to existing buildings should be sided with a material to match, or be compatible with, 
the original or existing materials. New structures should utilize exterior materials similar to those typically 
found in the neighborhood. 

9. Parking. Goal: Minimize views of parking and garages from the public right-of-way.  Most early houses 
provided space for storing various means of transportation, from horses and carriages to automobiles; 
however, these structures were nearly always entered from the alley rather than from the street…Setting 
garages and carport structures back from the front of the building reduces their visual importance. 

 
Analysis to be considered: 
 
1. The home on the property is a contributing structure in the North Slope Historic Special Review District. 
 
2. The Landmarks Preservation Commission has jurisdiction to review and approve, or not approve, new 
construction at this property per TMC 13.05.047, prior to those changes being made, by virtue of its location 
within the North Slope Historic Special Review District.  
 
3. The new garage is proposed on the rear elevation of the property as a detached structure, which will be 
visible from the alley.  The structure will be located on the rear of the property allowing entry from the alley, 
which meets the North Slope Historic District Guideline number 9, Parking, specifically for, “Minimize views of 
parking and garages from the public right-of-way.  Most early houses provided space for storing various 
means of transportation, from horses and carriages to automobiles; however, these structures were nearly 
always entered from the alley rather than from the street…Setting garages and carport structures back from 
the front of the building reduces their visual importance”.  
 
4. The proposed new garage with a height of 14.6 feet meets North Slope Historic District Guideline number 
1, Height, specifically for “…New buildings should step down to be comparable in height to adjacent 
structures”.   
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5. The garage proposal appears to meet North Slope Historic District Guideline number 2, Scale, for 
“…relate [ing] the size and proportion of new buildings to those of the neighborhood. Scale refers to a 
building’s comparative relationship to neighboring structures, and its fit within the district…” 
 
6. The proposed hipped roof with a 6:12 roof pitch meets North Slope Historic District Guideline number 5 
for Roof Shapes and Materials with the goal of, “…between 5:12 to 12:12…”; the proposed building is not the 
primary structure on the property and it is located on the rear of the property which reduces its visibility. 
 
7. The materials proposed for the garage, including cedar shingle siding, appear to be compatible with 
traditional materials in the Historic District and meets North Slope Historic District Guideline number 6, 
Exterior Materials, specifically for, “…New structures should utilize exterior materials similar to those typically 
found in the neighborhood…” 
 
Staff recommended adopting the above as findings and recommends approval by the Commission. 
 
Property owner Mr. David Olsen corrected Staff Analysis Item #6, the proposed garage roof design is a 
hipped style and not a gable roof. 
 
There was a motion: 
 
“I move that we, the Landmarks Preservation Commission, approve the proposal for a new garage at property 
at 810 North L Street” 
 
MOTION: York 
SECOND: Echtle 
MOTION:  Carried 
 
Mr. Reuben McKnight noted the written decision will be issued within the next few days and Staff is available 
to sign the building permit. 
 
 

 
3. NOMINATIONS – Tacoma Register of Historic Places (preliminary) 

 
Mr. Reuben McKnight noted the general procedural notes, followed by the staff report: 
 
Tacoma Register listing follows procedures defined in TMC 13.07.050, and consists of a minimum of two 
separate Commission meetings.  The initial meeting will determine whether the property meets the threshold 
criteria in the ordinance for age and integrity.  If the Commission finds that the age and integrity standards are 
met, then the Commission may move to have the nomination scheduled for a public hearing and comment 
period, at which the public may enter comments into the record for consideration.  Following the comment 
period, the Commission may deliberate on the nomination for up to 45 days before recommending to City 
Council, listing on the register or denying the nomination.  Owner consent is not required for the Commission 
to recommend designation.  The purpose of the meeting was to determine whether or not the property met 
the threshold criteria and should be scheduled for public testimony at a public hearing. 
 

A. 612 N 4th Street – Ella and John Snyder House 
 
Constructed in 1905, the Snyder House at 612 N 4th Street is nominated for Criterion B, C, and E, as follows. 
 
Criterion B, for, “its association with the lives of persons significant in our past”. The house is associated with 
the previous property owners, John Snyder, who founded three Tacoma lumber mills; Frost Snyder, his son 
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and prominent forest products industry leader; and Kenneth Roegner, a long time Commonwealth Title 
executive. 
 
Criterion C, for, “its distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the 
work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction”, The house was designed by prominent Tacoma architect 
Ambrose J. Russell, who was influenced by both Shingle and Craftsman architectural styles, which are 
elements represented throughout this home. Four exterior alterations were made to the house within the past 
twenty years.  The house is a demonstration of the lumber industry’s impact to the region with its construction 
material using old growth forest. 
 
Criterion E, for its location, which “is part of, adjacent to, or related to an existing or proposed historic district, 
square, park, or other distinctive area which should be redeveloped or preserved according to a plan based 
on a historic, cultural, or architectural motif,” The Snyder house is a contributing structure located in the 
Stadium-Seminary National Historic District. 
 
Standards to be considered: 
The threshold criteria for Tacoma Register listing are listed at 13.07.040B(1), and include: 
1. Property is at least 50 years old at the time of nomination; and 
2. The property retains integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association 
such that it is able to convey its historical, cultural, or architectural significance. 
 
Analysis to be considered: 
The purpose of the preliminary meeting is to determine that the age and integrity standards are met. The 
original building was constructed in 1905, and has had four exterior alterations within the past twenty years. 
The building appears to meet the threshold criteria for consideration. 
 
Staff recommended scheduling the nomination for public testimony at a hearing on April 25, 2012. 

 
Property owner Mr. Ken House presented an overview of the Ella and John Snyder House nomination, which 
included such details on the architect, architectural style, alterations, previous owners and their contribution to 
the development of Tacoma. 

 
 
 There was a motion: 
 

“I move that we, the Landmarks Preservation Commission, find the Semple Residence at 3419 N 27th Street, 
meets special criteria for age and significance and schedule March 9, 2011, for public hearing on the nomination”. 

 
MOTION:  King 
SECOND: House 
MOTION:  Carried 

 
 
 
4. BOARD BUSINESS 

 
i.  The Historic Preservation Month Awards Committee reported on a recommendation to recognize local  

Citizen Historians, which will be finalized in an upcoming Commission meeting.    
 

Chair Mark McIntire described the category of Citizen Historians as those “…people who live in Tacoma and 
contributed to the historic understanding of not only the place and architectural character but, the overall 
history and how the built environment fits into that overall history.” 
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The meeting was adjourned at 5:28 p.m. 
 
 
 
Submitted as True and Correct: 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________ 
Reuben McKnight 
Historic Preservation Officer 


